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Cucurbituril, see Fig. 1., a rigict molecule possessing a hydrophobic cavity, is a
macrocyclic host molecule. At each entrance to the cavity, six polar carbonyl groups
are located. These conditions are ideal for the complexation of organic molecules
with cucurbituril. A molecular modeling study involving the complexation of organic
molecules by cucurbituril is therefore proposed.

Fig.1: Cucurbituril

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

(v)

What is the most common method of molecular modeling used to study
the complexation described above and stati: your reasons.

State the steps involved in a molecular modeling studies.

Write the command for geometry optimization process, using the method
described in (i).

Write the structure of CH:CHzOH in Z-matics format.

Give three examples of property calculations that can be performed.

(a)2.

(b)

Describe the functions and write the
LINEST and STDEV.

Write the Excel equation for

-b+ and y:

(20 marks)

Excel commands involving STEYX,

(6 marks)

(4 marks)
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(c) Values in cell B8:B21 and C8:C2l correspond to the concentration of A in
the integrated fonns of the rate law. Write the appropriate formula involved
and the corresponding Excel formula.

Table I
\, 3,r .., l

"t 1st order dtAVdt =k [Al 2nd order dlAl/dt=ktAl'
:G
:8,

.3
Kr 0.01

,A K2 0.01

l# Ao 1

*€ 1st order 2nd order
iH
:liil

fr$

I,S AI, M AI,M

1C 0.90483742 0.909091
i'i 2C 0.81873075 0.83333C

rb 3C 0.74081822 0.769231
,i 4C 0.67032005 0.71428e

l:2 5( 0.6065306€ 0.66666;

t]E 6C 0.54881 164 0.62t
TA 7C 0.4965853 0.58823t

fs 8C 0.4493289e 0.55555(
rd 9C 0.4065696€ 0.s2631e
it 10c 0.3678794t 0.5

t''d 11( 0.3328710€ 0.47615

ii:$ 12( 0.30119421 0.454545

a( 13( 0.27253175 0.434783
tt 14( 0.2465969€ 0.416667

( 10 marks )
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3. Develop a.MATLAB function to calculate a root of a polynomial equation by
Newton Raphson method. Calculate the specific volume of a pure gas, n-butane, at a
given temperature and pressure b;z using the Soave-Redlich-Kwong equation of state:

^RTaa' v-b v(v+tr))

Given
0.4278R2T:.

q 
--

PC

, 0.0867RTc

PC

where Tc and Pc are critical temperature and pressure, respectively. The

variable cr is an empirical function of temperature:

l^
f/r\-lj| _l /T|0=ll+Sl l- /--ll- L -t lr'Jl

The value S is a function of ro:

S = 0.48508 + 1.55 lT la -0.15613ro2

Given that the physical properties of n-butane are :

Tc:425.2K Pc:3797 kPa ol:0.1931

and the gas constant R = 8.3145 J mol-l K-l

( 20 marks)
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A process control designer has developed a system to control the injection of
chemicals into a liquid flow stream. The injection of the chemicals can be done
manually, or by the use of a timer, so long as the sensor indicates that the liquid has
slightly change in its colour.

Below is an incomplete logic circuit for the control system. Redraw the logic
circuit using the correct logic gates. Note the output of the colour sensor is '0'
(false, low, off; when the colour change. The chemical must be injected when
the colour is changing.

(a)

A

(b)

OFF=O

oH=1

Name the logic gates you have used:

Below is the logic circuit showing the logic
the gafes when the injector is ON.

injector

(3 marks)

states of inputs and outputs of all

OFF=O

COLOURED = O

COLOURED = O
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On the logic circuit below. write the logic states of all inputq and outputs and

state either under the following conditions,:
liquid is coloured, the manual switch is off and the timer is 'on' the injector
be on or off ?

.- (6 marks)

Complete the truth table for the logic circuit that controls the injection system

(d) Normally a logic circuit riuch as the
power the injector. In the space below

one used to control
name the subsvstem

(8 marks)

the injection cannot
that could be used.

(3 marks)

nl
I l-

INPUTS OUTPUTS

B C D E o
o o o 0 0

o o 1 0 U 0

G I o 1 1 1

I
I o U

I o i
I I U

I 1
+t

SUB-SYSTEM
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5. (a) The automation of chemical analyses can give better analytical results in
terms of precision and accuracy. This system can be applied online or inline
for the quality or process control in products manufacturing process

(i) What is the meaning of online quality control?

(ii) What is the meaning of inline process control?

(iii) Name three analytical measurements which can be performed inline.

(9 marks)

(b) Draw a flow chart for a spectrophotometric titration of ac:id/ base and the
determination of the equivalence point. Name all accessories required to
implement the above task.

(11 marks)

6. (a) An operational amplifier can play very important roles in analytical signal
conditioning before data acquisition process. Draw a circuit diagram to
achieved each of the followins.

(i) Arnplif, 50 times of 0.001 V signal.

(ii) Do a surnmation of 3 different sources of signal.

(iii) Differentiate an incoming signal.

(iv) Integrate an incoming signal.

(12 marks)

(b) Give your suggestion with justification for an analytical instrument to
conduct

(i) the high speed analysis in a clinical laboratory, and.

(ii) an online analysis of coloured species in a solution

(8 marks)
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